
of faith in insurrection, of the absence of conditions for insµr.� .. , 
rection" (".Situation in Russia and Tac.tics of the \Vorkers' 
Party", CW, Vol. 10� p. 117). 
. This sums up -very well the essential nature of the CPI. (ML). 

The extremists draw hope and comfort from Mao's glowiiig 
image of the prairie fire lit from a single spark. Lenin, in a less 
known article, presents the· other side· of the niedal: the diffi• 
culty of ¼,eeping the flame of revolution alive in a dark, damp· 
f_orest where the basic fuel must be conserved. In a long pas, 
sage, Lenin draws the imagery out to its vivid conclusion where 
the fire, nursed intb life, at last ·burns brightly, but a host 'of 
flickering lights are also seen, ·to be immediately welcomed 'bf 
people who lack the stamina "'to keep on endlessly preparit'1'g, 
preparing . and preparing the . real general conflagration.·:;"
(CW, Vol. 6, p. 275). 

Nothing in the short history of the CPI (ML) leads one to 
suppose that it can succeed where others have failed so far, and 
short-circuit the entire painstaking process of preparntion,. .

III. NAXALISM AT A DEAD END

. T.wo hard facts emerge from ·even a cursory study of the ideas 
arid activities of the CPI (ML) in West Bengal. First, the faiime 
at each successive stage to achieve the ends of the movement 
with the means to which it was committed .. From Naxalbari'to 
Calcutta through the Midnapur villages was a journey . on 
which the mileposts marked retreat and the focus of action 
steadily shifted from the 

. 
more meaningful forms and targets 

to the less. Sec�md, the extreme ideological poverty of a leader
ship which mouth� Mao and sometimes even Marx and Lenfo 
lias already reached the point "'here theory is repla'c'ed 
almost entirely by b�ainwaves. _Rarely before in the history. of 
militant �ovements has so much mindiessness produced· so
little in the way of genuine achiev.ement. ~ .. 

On th,e plane of .th9ught, as of action, a dis�inct if slow prn
cess. of atn;>pl�y seems- to be at work. Still, ·one knmvs as one 
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writes that this is not the last word to be said about the 
Naxalite movement: there would be no need to say it in that 
case. Not even the CPI (M) can dispose of the Naxalite's in 
-the way it would like, though it tries, with an inventiveness
that rivals Charu Majumdar's, to depict the :whole movement
as a brain-child of the CIA, the CBI, the centre, anti-social
gangsters and likeminded elements.

What explains the vitality and attraction of Naxalism, and 
its powerfu1, though riot pleasant impact? To begin with, the 
CPI . (ML) in its earlier phase presented an image of revolu
tionary romanticism that may be sustained for some time to 
come in other parts oC India, while the romance wears thin in 
the darker bylanes of Calcutta. When a band of young students, 
many from affluent families, some academically brilliant (as even 
outsiders pointed out with a touch of vicarious pride), left their 
home· comforts and· prospects of a stable future to live. among 
the- peasants, they "commanded respect and admiration even 
from political opponents. The exact number of those who went 
to 'the villages is difficult to establish, probably not ,very large, 
and ·with a fairly rapid turnover, as· some dropped out and 
olhers joined the movement. 
· This.,.was all the more so· because the. extremists appeared to
be taking up the reins of armed struggle where they had been
dropped nearly twenty years ago by the communists. Their call
to arms came precisely when social and political tensions. had
induced a new mood of militancy, not least among those whose
own lives are free of any violent, or even non-violent, political
involvement. This fact alone explains the electrifying effect of
Naxalbari-a pin-point on a map where a minor uprising oc
curred in 1967, subjected ever since to much uninformed en
thusiasm at home and abroad, The timing of the movement,
being a serious embarrassment for the united front in offic.e
was fully exploited by the rightwing propaganda machinery as
well. This led to extensive press coverage of a series of agrarian
clashes of far less intrinsic importance than the earlier commu
nist-led peasant ancl tribal risings, before and after indepen
dence, of whid1 no connected account exists.

'Naxalbari undoubtedly created a climate of expectancy and 
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Naxalism may in that case live on as a self-generating force for 
some time to come; The general effect can only be to strength
en the hands of reaction, shatter the people's- faith in a demo
cratic way of life and make them yearn for peace, even of the 
political graveyard. 

It is because of this that the political background of the 
Naxa1ite movement becomes -important for all those who want 
to give a new direction to the leftist and democratic forces in 
West Bengal. There is a general idea, and it is true, as far as 
:it goes, that the extreme leftwing of the CPI (M) was gifted 
with a logical consistency, or perhaps simply greater· honesty, 
which enabled it to call the bluff of the CPI (M) leadership 
afte_r the 1967 . election. The would-be Na�alites realised at 
'that point these leaders had-no intention of refusing office once 
it came their way. The overnight reversal of policy, switching 
over to united front politics shocked the extremists who had 
taken the election campaign as an exercise to preach the 
message of revolution and e:x:pose the "revisionists". Differences 
in the CPI (M), not new- in themselves, boiled over after this 
supposed bewayal by a leadership which had experienced no 
difficulty at all in using the extremists as their- storm troopers 
against the CPI and others. Naxalbari was made. to happen; 
the breach widened; and on 28 June 1967 the leadership orga
nised its celebrated coup in the office of the party weekly, part
:�y to forestall the Naxalites and eject them by physical force 
before they took over the editorial board. 

In this way the Naxalites were launched on their new poli
tical career. The hard way, partly thrust on them but largely 
chosen, gave them the image of revolutionaries who did not 
shrink from the consequences of their political convictions. 
Their anger against the party bosses, with a touch of hysteria 
in it, brought into relief the violent sense of betrayal which 
is setting ·a new generation against its elders in political, aca
demic and family life. 

The Naxalites reacted sharply to the very real dilemma which 
ca�ses the CPI (M) to oscillate uneasily between aggressive 
sectarianism and a comparatively sane united front policy at 
the base of action; and between a derriocratjc national outlook 
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and pseudo-left demagogy in high politics.· The same dilemma 
makes .it lo_ng for· power when it is in the opposition, and be•. 
have like an irresponsible opposition when in offic�. Experience: 
of the CPI (M)-led ministries in Kerala and we·s_t Bengal show
ed. that this party has no plan for- the people when ·in . office 
<lnd no idea of using its constitutional powers to introduce co.n
crete changes for the better. Its tenure in office is- thus- reduced 
to shadow-boxing with the central government on the one hand, 
and, paradoxically, making the most of its position to ensure 
immediate gains on the other. 

· The N axalites have built u·p, in their usual lurid style, a fairly
convincing exposure of the rampant economiim, corruption ahti 
opportunist power politics·; reminiscent of the worst aspects of 
social democracy, that characterised the behaviour of the CPI

(M) in the state governments.

The Naxalites' own tragedy lies in the fact that they 'repre
sent not simply a hostile reaction, but also the logical extension 
of one end of the ideological scissors which holds the CPI (M) 
in its grip. They are the ones who took all this irresponsible
left.sµi seriously and carried it to the utmost limit of_ adven
turi�t action, where all democratic forms and anything resembl
i�g a mass political line had ·to be thrown overboard in the· 
name of the people's revolution. 

For the CPI (M) to face the truth about the CPI �ML) would 
be like facing a mirror. It is compelled to deny the social and 
political · basis of the extremist movement, and to slan_der it. 
as a tool of the police -and bureaucracy. The CPI (ML), under 
Charil Maj'umdar's guidance, h_as turned into a monstrous 
patody of the parent body, with its sectarian and bureaucratic 
temper. The CPI (M), governed by a kind of lumpen proleta

-:

i;iat of the intellect, passes easily from mass action to the me
thods of political and even physical terror whenever this is 
needed to ensure its dominance. No wonder the two now find 
it necessa1·y to fight it out, with knives a�d bullets, literally 
to the death. It is a war between the two- halves of a spli� poli
tical personality; a real looking glass war in which each borrow:s 
the other's techniques. 
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This again implies the final defeat of the Naxalite revolt, 
in its reabsorption into the system it hates. The system cannot 
be destroyed, only strengthened, with its own weapons. Acade• 
mic corruption, or what the CPI (ML) calls the filth of bour• 
geois education cannot be removed by a cynical flouting of all 
academic norms and decorum, or cheating in examinations. 
Economism inay be the curse of the mass movement, but the 
best way to fight it is not, necessarily to encourage that wanton 
destruction of property in which the have-not mentality finds 
such acute relief. And certainly bourgeois society is not to be 
overturned by terrorist methods in the hands of the criminal 
gangs created by this society. 

lt is easy to show that Naxalism provides no sort of alterna• 
tive to the established communist movement. The terrorism 
of the CPI (ML) can only pave the way for a reactionary take· 
over. Still, the challenge of N axalism is real enough, and that 
to.o in a state where. the forces of the left have been traditionally 
strong, The time has come for these forces to take a look at 
themselves in the cold light of Naxalite criticism. Much of 
this is wrong and purely negative. It denies the striking achieve• 
ments of the older movement which is not only rooted much 
more deeply among the masses but holds a much finer record 
of armed struggle than the Naxalites with their aristocratic 
temper typical of anarchist movements. Yet the germs of Naxal• 
ism may be found in the major weaknesses of the traditional 
left-wing and communist movement which has reached its cul• 
ruination in the CPI (M). Its failure to bring the broadest 
masses into action for any positive change in the system was 
always accompanied by a reliance on discontent and occasional 
violence; an attitude of discouraging any improvement in the 
people's lot without in the least preparing their minds for a 
real revolution. Naxalism has merely exposed the limited aims 
of the movement-the neglect of the struggle for structural 
change while dreaming of a revolution round the corner-and 
reduced its ne$ative leftism to a terrible absurdity. 

Now that events are moving faster on the national political 
plane, and the forces of reaction gathering strength, the need 
is felt to move forward rapidly to left and democratic unity for 
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which now patterns of mass mobilisation and action have to 
be worked out. Provided such a pattern is found, the best of the 
extremists, with their revolutionary idealism, may yet come 
forward to help remove the mountain in the path of revolu• 
tion, finding, as in· Mao's legend retold, the ultimate source of 
power in the will and consciousness of the people of India. 

February 1971 

LATER DEVELOPMENTS 

Much has happened in West Bengal in the last few months, 
but nothing that really contradicts what has been said above. 

·Too much was made by cei-tain political observers. and news•
men of the supposed deflection of Naxalite policy in some res• 
pects. For instance the CPI (ML) did not try seriously to dis• 
rupt the mid-term election, though few would doubt their capa
dty to do so in a small number of centres at least._ This was 
because the majority of the CPI (ML) cadres were worried 
about the prospect of the CPI (M) coming back to office thro• 
ugh electiorr's which they could not hope to disrupt everywhere 
-or for all tirrie. It w·as in the pre-election period, as the battle
-over areas of influence got seriously under way, that the CPI
(M) unleashed its violent offensive against Naxalites and all

,other political rivals. As its methods became more pronouncedly
tenoristic, sheer force of circumstances made the CPI (ML), if.
not exactly constitutionalists, at least more benign towards
those who were trying to use the ballot-box to defeat the
CPI (M). This did not make them firm allies of any other party;
understandably cynical in their approach to all who partici
pate in elections, they probably felt justified in the manoeuvres
.and balancing tricks seen in some co.nstituencies. SinGe the
-election; both government and opposition have been under fire
from the Naxalites.

A brief sensation was caused by the report that Chani Ma
jumdar had repudiated the tactics of assassination. 'Actually
he said, in a signed article in Desabrati (l O February 197 I), that
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